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Fremont Street safety front and center
by John Sandie

O

ur February BWNA meeting focused on neighborhood transportation safety issues. Due to a
pedestrian fatality in December, the discussions understandably centered on Fremont Street
traffic safety improvements. Prior to the meeting, the BWNA Transportation Committee had
shared proposed recommendations with Portland Bureau of Transportation (PBOT) representatives
to facilitate discussions and action plans at the meeting. The proposals included verifying the presence
of adequate street lighting and modifying as needed, improving lines of sight for both walkers and
drivers, and reviewing the location of existing marked crosswalks. This length of Fremont Street poses
unique difficulties due to the offset of north-south intersecting streets, resulting in many more potential
“crosswalk paths.” It was proposed that PBOT reassess and identify the highest used paths and install
pavement markers and other visible indicators. Fielding a half-hour’s worth of questions and comments
from attending residents were PBOT representatives Carlos Hernandez, Clay Veka, and Scott Cohen.
Here are some highlights:


BWNA
Calendar of Events

The PBOT representatives promised to initiate a lighting review/survey of Fremont Street
and present their findings to BWNA. While the PBOT representatives were not strongly
in support of stanchions (candle sticks) and street art to create “soft bump-outs” to control
parking clearances at marked crosswalks, they did suggest the idea of using angled-curb
bumpers. Discussions will continue with PBOT with the goal of prototyping a method to
enhance and maintain lines of sight at marked crosswalks in the near future.

Community Events
BWNA Elections for Board and
Officer Positions
Monday, April 11
7:00-8:30 p.m.
(see BWNA Meetings on page 3
for Zoom link information)

lcome spring
e
w

Typical soft bump-out (left) which is used to enable shorter, safer crossing for pedestrians at an
intersection. No-parking areas along NE Fremont need to be enforced (right) to protect pedestrian
safety. Photos by John Sandie



PBOT and BWNA, along with the Beaumont Business Association, will work together to
survey pedestrian traffic and locate an effective number of marked crosswalks along Fremont
Street between 42nd and 51st avenues and consider how best to direct the majority of
pedestrians to use these more visible paths.



BWNA’s suggestion for a “gateway-raised sidewalk” near 51st to alert drivers to the congested
commercial area ahead was not supported by the PBOT representatives due to the significant
cost in removing recently installed ADA (disability) ramps.

Safety concerns along Fremont Street continued with discussions moving to the Fremont/Alameda
intersection by the Tacovore restaurant. Residents living near that intersection reviewed a litany of
continued on page 4
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President’s message

BWNA Board

by Tim Gillespie

President

Tim Gillespie 503-287-6272
president@bwnapdx.org

Join us to build a better
neighborhood

Vice-President

Andrew Rinke 503-893-2504

Secretary

Barbara Strunk 503-284-7502

“Our greatest responsibility is to be good
ancestors.”
- Dr. Jonas Salk

O

ur work at BWNA is aimed
not just to sustain the livability,
vitality, and safety of our
neighborhood and city, but to improve
it for the sake of our children, our
grandchildren, and the residents who will
follow us here.

 helped arbitrate a dispute between a
local business and nearby homeowners;

Treasurer

 wrote grants to support the Beaumont
Middle School Family Resiliency Fund
and the Community Cycling Center’s
program of distributing food and care
kits to suffering local families;

At-Large Board Members

 published resources for dealing with
illegal RV camping as well as offering
resources for people experiencing
houselessness;

With that aim in mind, we invited staffers
from the Portland Bureau of Transportation
to our February meeting to hear neighbors’
concerns about traffic (article on page 1).
Impelled by incidents along NE Fremont
Street—most heartbreakingly the December
accident at 43rd Avenue that took the
life of a pedestrian—our PBOT partners
pledged to work with our Transportation
Committee on ways to make that tricky,
busy stretch safer for all of us.

 reinvigorated our Crime Prevention and
Safety Committee in the face of rising
crime;

Traffic safety is only one of many critical
issues that the BWNA board has been
working on, even given limitations these
last two years due to the coronavirus.
Different volunteers have made many other
contributions to our neighborhood:

 updated our website; and

 upgraded our park through the labors of
the Friends of Wilshire Park Committee;

The reason I’m sharing all this is to get you
thinking about joining us. At our general
meeting on Monday evening, April 11, we
will hold annual elections. Several seats are
open on our BWNA board as well as some
officer positions, including the presidency.
During two-year terms, elected board
members initiate and manage all BWNA
projects. The only qualifications: living
within BWNA boundaries and a desire to
serve. Our standards: board members will
act in the best interests of the neighborhood,
committing themselves to diversity and

 revitalized our New Neighbor
Welcoming Project (article on page 8);
 sponsored a blood drive in partnership
with the Beaumont PTA;
 disseminated information on dealing
with incidents of racial bias and
harassment;
 kept an eye on city actions that impact
us (like the Residential Infill Program,
the nearby Tax Increment Financing
district, and the work of the Charter
Commission);
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 faced climate issues by forming a link
with Portland Clean Air and opposing
the expansion of the Linnton oil
terminal;
 worked to activate interest in Portland’s
Neighborhood Emergency Teams;
 surveyed neighbors on important topics;
 under the remarkable stewardship of
editor Al Ellis for the past 12 years,
published this terrific newsletter that is
delivered free to over 2,600 BeaumontWilshire households and businesses.

continued on page 4
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Karla Lenox 503-686-5915
treasurer@bwnapdx.org
Sam Balto 202-309-0343
Al Ellis 503-287-0477
Gary Hancock 503-367-0862
Derek Humbard 503-351-4523
Patty Nelson 503-281-8035
John Sandie 219-508-4162
(four open positions)

Immediate Past President

Tim Hemstreet 503-239-6231

Related Organizations
Beaumont Business Association
Kathy Madore
beaumontbusinesses@gmail.com

Central Northeast Neighbors Board
Barbara Strunk 503-284-7502

Areas of Interest

Residents are encouraged to participate.
Contact committee chairs for details.

■ Beaumont Middle School Cmte

Tim Gillespie, chair 503-287-6272

■ Communications Committee

Andrew Rinke, chair 503-893-2504

■ Crime Prevention and Safety Cmte

Bill Markwart, co-chair 503-282-4610
Patty Nelson, co-chair 503-281-8035

■ Land Use Committee

Tim Hemstreet, chair 503-239-6231

■ Friends of Wilshire Park Committee
Gary Hancock, chair 503-367-0862

■ Newsletter Team

Co-editors: Susan Trabucco and
Andrew Rinke (editor@bwnapdx.org)
Graphic Design:
Jane Feinberg, design@bwnapdx.org
Copy Editor:
Myrna Sheie 224-659-1537
Distribution:
Georgina Head 360-739-7896
John Sandie 219-508-4162

■ Transportation Committee

John Sandie, chair 219-508-4162

■ Website (www.bwnapdx.org)
Andrew Rinke 503-893-2504

www.bwnapdx.org

Editor’s notes
by Al Ellis

BWNA Meetings

Swan song

I

f this newsletter
feels a bit thinner
to you than the
last one, your perception and memory serve
you well. After ringing in the New Year with
an unprecedented (for us) 20-page issue, it’s
back to 16 pages. So, what gives? Well, if you
recollect my list of three editor’s resolutions
in the last issue, you may recall that the third
one resolved to “utilize 20 pages to boost the
breadth and scope” of the newsletter, with the
caveat that those 20-pagers be limited to two
yearly issues.
Which begs the question: why not year-round
20-pagers? Of primary concern to the BWNA
board is expense, since each addition of four
pages (the minimum required for expansion)
competes for funding with any number of
other projects. A second factor is content
volume, since articles, announcements, and
ads fluctuate in number and size from issue
to issue (albeit more often than not exceeding
what can fit into 16 pages). The board’s
decision last December to limit newsletter
expansion to two 20-page issues reflects a
compromise between my initial proposal for
year-round 20-pagers and no expansion at all.
But hey, we’ll take it—two giant steps forward.
Another change for 2022 involves a pragmatic
decision to hold the line on the current
balance of approximately 60% articles/
announcements and 40% ads, which,
unfortunately, translates into new ads possibly
having to wait in line pending ad departures,
a decrease in articles, an increase in pages, or
a combination thereof. Given that almost all
BWNA revenue is generated by ad sales and
the local business community is a key BWNA
partner, this was no easy call for our newsletter
team. But a record volume of ads coupled with
an abundance of article submissions prompted
the decision to lock in a ratio that prioritizes
space for articles.

Calendar of Events (cont.)

at editor@bwnapdx.org about running an ad,
and we’ll do our best to accommodate.
Note that I said contact the editor rather than
contact me. That’s because starting with the
May-June issue, I will no longer be editor.
Yes folks, this is my swan song. After a dozen
invigorating years at the helm, I’m relinquishing
the wheel. But why, it would be fair to ask,
would I abruptly abandon ship, especially in
light of the two 20-pagers approved by the
board and my editor’s resolutions for 2022?
Let me start by correcting the premise of the
question: neither was my decision abrupt, nor
would I ever leave the newsletter high and dry.
Truth is, the search for a new navigator for
this ship had been on my radar for some time
for two basic reasons: first, a desire to free up
more family time for other things, like travel
(COVID willing); and second, my belief that
periodic fresh leadership is beneficial, if not
essential, for the well-being of this organization.
Still, I was prepared to stay the course as editor
for as long as it took to find a competent,
conscientious replacement. Fortuitously, gifted
writer and former Concordia News editor Susan
Trabucco stepped up big-time, teaming with
BWNA VP and communications guru Andrew
Rinke to be “co-editors.”
My 12 years as editor have been challenging at
times for this amateur journalist, but always a
labor of love. Moving forward, I will continue
to serve on the board…and write.

NOTE:
Check “ Upcoming Events” page on
BWNA website (www.bwnapdx.org)
for venue and/or Zoom link information
regarding General and Board meetings.
For Zoom links to Friends of Wilshire Park
committee meetings, contact Committee
Chair Gary Hancock via email at
outside503@aol.com or
via phone at 503-367-0862
Wednesday, March 9: Friends of Wilshire Park
Committee meeting via Zoom, beginning at
7:00 p.m.
Monday, March 14: General meeting via
Zoom, beginning at 7:00 p.m.
Monday, April 11: General meeting/Board/
Officer Elections meeting via Zoom,
beginning at 7:00 p.m.
Wednesday, April 13: Friends of Wilshire Park
Committee meeting via Zoom, beginning at
7:00 p.m.

BWNA Newsletter
Instructions for Article
and Ad Submission
Information about submission of articles and
“Letter to the Board” editorials as well as a
step-by-step procedure for selection, payment,
and submission of ads are provided on the
BWNA website (www.bwnapdx.org). Click on
“Newsletter/About the Newsletter” at the top
of the home page.

Ad Payment
We accept payment by mail and electronically
using Venmo. Details for both methods will be
provided on your invoice.

Submission Deadline
Friday, April 8 (for the May-June 2022
newsletter)
Email articles and Letter to the Board
editorials to Susan Trabucco and Andrew
Rinke (editor@bwnapdx.org)
Email photos, graphics, and ads to
Jane Feinberg (design@bwnapdx.org)

Message to prospective advertisers: While our
advertiser turnover is modest, departures do
happen, so don’t hesitate to contact the editor

www.bwnapdx.org
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BBA rebounds under passionate leadership of Wesley
Callaway
by Polly Webber

S

neighborhood. BBA also hosts the Fun Run,
Fright Night, and Holiday Fest.

upporting neighborhood businesses
and community safety top the list for
Beaumont Business Association (BBA)
President Wesley Callaway. It was such a
pleasure to meet and interview Wesley (at a
neighborhood restaurant, of course). As BBA
president, Wesley has a lot on his plate and a
real passion for our community.

Wesley has worked closely with Venture
PDX, a nonprofit organization that supports
Portland’s neighborhood business districts.
Thanks to this organization, Wesley has been
able to attain grants for BBA to fund staffing,
marketing, and—most importantly—street
improvement. As we all know, Fremont Street
has become a safety concern, and BBA believes
it is our right to feel safe. To that end, BBA is
collaborating with BWNA any way it can to
facilitate improvements.

After Wesley spearheaded the Roloff
Construction booth project for the 2019
Fremont Fest, it was a natural step to
become more involved with the business
association. He joined the board in 2020
and was elected president in 2021.

In further enhancement of neighborhood
Beaumont Business Association President
livability, BBA foots the bill for the garbage
Navigating his first year of presidency during Wesley Callaway leads with passion for the
community.
collection service that provides the garbage cans
a pandemic was definitely challenging at
on the street and for the BEAUTIFUL flower
times. This last year Wesley was a huge
baskets that last year stretched even farther down Fremont Street.
supporter of bringing back the Fremont Fest in a way that was
safe and comfortable for all. Once Wesley received the go-ahead
Wesley’s positive energy and can-do attitude are just what this
from the city, BBA had only six weeks to get organized for the
association needs. This local business community is in good hands.
event. Having this tradition back brought a lot of smiles to our

Fremont Street safety (continued)
accidents and close calls over the last few years with increased
congestion caused by the success of the restaurant. Traffic calming
ideas were discussed in conjunction with the Slow Streets Initiative
proposal to replace temporary barrels and signage with permanent
barriers to direct less traffic along Alameda and possibly even add
restrictions on turning at this intersection. These potential restrictions
prompted concerns by a number of residents who use this corner
as a key pathway to go west on Fremont because left turns are not
permitted at the stoplight adjacent to Beaumont Middle School.
Though no specific resolution to the problem was determined at the

meeting, BWNA will facilitate discussions with PBOT and neighbors
regarding options to address concerns at this intersection.
Due to time constraints at the meeting, a number of B-W traffic
safety issues were not discussed, and the ongoing dialog between
BWNA and PBOT will include: utilizing the Greenways link for
traffic calming on Skidmore and Shaver streets along Wilshire Park;
Fremont/33rd corner back-ups and control-logic changes; a 33rd
Avenue repaving plan; Slow Streets Program impact; and unmarked
intersections. News on traffic safety mitigation decisions and actions
affecting Beaumont-Wilshire will be reported in this newsletter and/or
posted on the BWNA website blog (www.bwnapdx.org).

President's message (continued)
equity in all activities. The main commitments: attending our
90-minute evening meetings on the second Monday of each month,
speaking up on issues you care about, and participating in projects
of your choosing.
We’ve been asked, “What is BWNA looking for in board members?
The best answer to that question is, “What would you like to
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contribute?” All BWNA ventures are dictated by the interests and
talents of our volunteers. Whatever you’d like to see accomplished
in our neighborhood, whatever issues you have strong opinions
about, whatever problems you feel need addressing, whatever
visions you have to keep our community thriving into the future,
the BWNA board is a place to bring them. We would love to have
you join us.

Beaumont-Wilshire Neighborhood Association

www.bwnapdx.org

SAND'S
taxes and business consulting

SOLUTIONS, INC.

Reasonable Rates,
Fun People
Your Tax Headache
Relievers
6016 NE Sandy Blvd
503.493.2417
sandsolutions.com

•

•

@

JOIN THE BWNA EMAIL LIST
We invite you to visit the BWNA website at bwnapdx.org and
register your email address so you can keep up to date on
neighborhood news, meetings, and activities.
Click “Subscribe” at the top of the website home page or simply
scan the QR code to the right and enter your contact information.

www.bwnapdx.org
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Community engagement key to crime prevention & safety
by Patty Nelson

W

ith rising crime in our city and across the
nation, the BWNA Crime Prevention and Safety
Committee has been focused on how to connect
with our neighborhood, local agencies, and elected officials
on this important topic. Engagement from law enforcement
and elected officials typically happens after an incident or
when issues arise. With limited resources, priority tends
to be given to incidents that are life-threatening or pose a
danger to public safety. As a result, other crimes seem to be
escalating. In Beaumont-Wilshire, property crimes are the
biggest issue. This comes in the form of car and catalytic
converter thefts, package and personal property thefts, and
vandalism. The following statistics of crime reported in the
B-W neighborhood in 2021 were obtained from the City of
Portland Crime Statistics website (www.portlandoregon.gov/
police/71978).

OffenseCount
Countby
by Category
Category in B-W
Offense
Person

15

Assault Offenses
Homicide Offenses

0

Human Trafficking Offenses

0

Kidnapping/Abduction

0

Sex Offenses

1

Total

16

Property Arson

1

Offense Count by Month in B-W

Bribery

0

Burglary

31

Counterfeiting/Forgery

4

Embezzlement

0

Extortion/Blackmail

0
23

Fraud Offenses

110

Larceny Offenses

60

Motor Vehicle Theft
Robbery

4

Stolen Property Offenses

0
30

Vandalism

263

Total
Society

Community engagement facilitates an effective response and creates
a safer neighborhood. Engagement in the form of filing reports (in
person or online), calling non-emergency at 503-823-3333 to report
a non-emergency crime, and documenting incidents make all the
difference. Reporting is key to response, whether it is a homeless camp,
abandoned vehicle, or incident. At a BWNA monthly meeting, Sgt.
Butcher from North Precinct Neighborhood Response emphasized
that the Police Bureau is data-driven in terms of targeting resources
and programs. Mike Crebs from the Portland Bureau of Transportation
(PBOT) also said they are complaint-driven for responding to people
living in RVs and cars. The city’s Homelessness and Urban Camping
Impact Reduction Program relies on people reporting the campsites.
Non-emergency calls may have a slow response, but this does not mean
you should not report incidents; instead, do what you can to gather as
much information as possible and file a report. Here are examples:

6
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Animal Cruelty Offenses

0

Drug/Narcotic Offenses

0

Gambling Offenses

0

Pornography/Obscene Material

0

Prostitution Offenses

0

Weapon Law Violations

0

Total

0

 Neighbors heard a gunshot. They investigated and found a
bullet casing, but thankfully nobody was injured. They called
911 and reported it. While the police did not respond, the
report was filed and thus the incident was recorded.
 Neighbors were concerned about a suspicious car on the street.
Investigating, they found the plates missing and the interior
littered with saw blades, torches, and other paraphernalia. The
neighbors reported it to the police by calling the non-emergency
number and filing a report online, including photos of the car
and VIN number. A Public Safety Support Specialist arrived
on the scene, confirmed the car was stolen, and contacted the
owner, who put a boot on the vehicle. Later that night, the car
thieves came back in another stolen car, changed the tire on the
abandoned car, left the booted tire in the street, and drove off

Beaumont-Wilshire Neighborhood Association

continued on page 7
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Crime prevention & safety (continued)
in both stolen vehicles. The police were called and responded,
resulting in both cars being retrieved and returned to the
owners. The thieves, however, were not caught.
By being aware of your surroundings, investigating suspicious
activity, and reporting it to the authorities, you can be part of the
solution. Years ago the city had a Block Watch program. This was an
effective program of organizing neighborhoods, providing training
and resources for residents to keep a watch on their neighborhood

for criminal activity. While the city has stopped supporting these
programs, residents can still connect with their neighbors, share contact
information, and pledge to keep an eye out for each other’s homes and
neighborhood.
Contact BWNA Crime Prevention and Safety Committee co-chairs
Patty Nelson at 503-281-8035 or Bill Markwart at 503-282-4610 with
neighborhood crime prevention and safety questions and concerns.

Discover the little school
where big things happen.
Since 1913, St. Rose School has helped raise saints and
scholars in a small community centered on Catholic faith
and values. Our comprehensive PreK-8th grade education
includes art, music, service and PE. This focus on
whole-child education helps form lifelong learners who
respect others and serve their community.

Visit strosepdxschool.org to learn more or apply.

5309 NE Alameda Street • Portland, Oregon • info@strosepdx.org

www.bwnapdx.org
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NNWP scrambles to keep up with newcomer greetings
by Al Ellis

A

mid warming weather and climbing interest rates, prospective
buyers enter into bidding frenzies for an increasingly shrinking
inventory of homes—especially older, charming ones like those
in eclectic Beaumont-Wilshire. For any number of reasons, owners of
existing homes have been hunkering down in greater numbers, opting
to upgrade via remodeling and/or building additions on their property.
Another contributing factor to the relatively short supply of existing
and comparatively affordable homes for sale is a state law that went into
effect this year prohibiting single-family-home zoning, thus providing
incentive for developers to purchase houses for demolition to cash
in on construction of density-accommodating (but not necessarily
“affordable”) “plexes” such as duplexes and triplexes, or by squeezing
in two large, expensive new homes onto one lot. One thing is sure,
though: the market for B-W homes—whether existing or new—is red
hot, with the scramble on to close deals…and BWNA is scrambling as
well to greet the newcomers.
BWNA’s New Neighbor Welcoming Project (NNWP), rooted in the
“Welcome Wagon” concept, has as its ultimate goal the in-person
delivery of a “welcoming packet” containing discounts from local
businesses and greeting letters from BWNA and the Beaumont

8
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Business Association to every new B-W homeowner, condo owner,
and renter. It’s a tall order, and one yet to be fully realized due to two
ongoing impediments: 1) since the COVID-19 pandemic hit, most of
our packet deliveries have been via mail, not in person; and 2) limited
data-our newcomer information, graciously provided free of charge
by First American Title and reviewed by local Windermere/Morgan
Homes real estate broker and newsletter advertiser Jamie Van Hoorn, is
confined to owners of B-W single-family homes, not condos or rentals.
That said, as COVID numbers have declined, our welcoming project has
gradually returned to its original approach of home deliveries. Presenting
packets in person makes a big difference, not only by personally
welcoming newcomers on behalf of BWNA and the local business
community, but also by chatting with them about their impressions.
With move-ins increasing during the spring and summer months,
more packet deliverers are needed. If interested, please contact the
NNPW Coordinator (me) by email (aje0280@gmail.com) or by phone
(503-287-0477). And if you know of someone who’s moved into a
B-W house, condo, or rental, please let me know. Either a volunteer
will deliver the packet to that residence, or you can request a packet to
deliver to your new neighbor yourself!

Beaumont-Wilshire Neighborhood Association

www.bwnapdx.org

Love your neighbors
but want more privacy?

A glass-on-glass
piece to hang from
your window, fence
or porch is an artful,
one-of-a-kind
solution.
• More affordable
than stained-glass
• Design & size
options
• Recycled materials
• Crafted by a
Beaumont-Wilshire
neighbor!

VOTED BEST OF PORTLAND ACUPUNCTURE AND NATURAL
HEALTH CLINIC

Acupuncture
Chiropractic
Massage
Naturopathy
Nutritional Therapy
Vibrational Sound Healing
Breathwork, Taichi, Qigong, Yoga
Workshop and Event Space
Currently Accepting:
MODA, Regence, Kaiser, Pacific Source, Providence, United
Healthcare, Cigna, Aetna, GEHA, Motor Vehicle Insurance

4230 NE Fremont St, Portland, OR 97213
www.wildheartswellness.net
(971) 400-6063

www.spotoncreative.us • 503.791.0266
Guidance
on your
erms.
Ibarra
Guidance onErick
your
Vice President Branch Manager,
terms.
Not someone
CFP
Guidance on your
Portland, OR BranchErick Ibarra
else's.
820 SW Morrison Vice President Branch Manager,
terms.
Not someonePortland, OR 97205CFP
Erick Ibarra
(503) 721-2436
Portland, OR Branch
else's.
Vice President Branch Manager,
www.schwab.com/portlandor
820 SW Morrison
Not someone
CFP
Portland, OR 97205
Portland,
OR 721-2436
Branch
(503)
else's.
820 SW Morrison

www.schwab.com/portlandor
m investing to retirement planning, you’ll get uncomplicated
Portland, OR 97205

anations from the investment professionals at your (503)
local 721-2436
Schwab

www.schwab.com/portlandor
ch. And the opportunity
to take
charge of your
financial
future.
Stop
From investing
to retirement
planning,
you’ll
get uncomplicated

our local Schwab
branch orfrom
visit the
Schwab.com.
explanations
investment professionals at your local Schwab

From investing to retirement planning, you'll get uncomplicated explanations from the
branch.
And
the opportunity
to take
charge
of your
future.
Stop
investment
professionals
at your
Schwab
branch.
And
the financial
opportunity
to take
charge
From
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to retirement
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you’ll
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of your
future.
Stopbranch
by yourorlocal
branch or visit Schwab.com.
byfinancial
your local
Schwab
visitSchwab
Schwab.com.

explanations from the investment professionals at your local Schwab

branch. And the opportunity to take charge of your financial future. Stop
by your local Schwab branch or visit Schwab.com.
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If you want an estimate
for a new roof...

Don't Call Us!

pacificaudiologyclinic
Serving the greater Portland area since 2007, we are a women-owned
and operated clinic whose goal is to choose the hearing care option that
will complement and improve your lifestyle and quality of life. We work
with all levels of hearing aid technology and styles and take most major
insurances, and many insurance plans now offer hearing aid benefits.
We pride ourselves on honesty, integrity, and serving our community.

If you Want to Extend The
Life of Your Roof...

Come visit us and work with one of our three providers:
Dr. Allison Bradley, Dr. Katy Mawson or Dr. Ilsa Feierabend



Comprehensive Audiologic Assessment for Children and Adults
Hearing Aid Evaluations and Fittings  Hearing Aid Cleanings
 Repairs and Programming for all Brands 
 30-Day Trial Period with New Hearing Aids 
 Custom Earplugs for Musicians, Noise, and Sleep 
 Assistive Listening Devices 
3502 NE Broadway Street, Portland, OR 97232
503-284-1906 | pacoregon.com

Give us a call!




We have been in the roofing industry for 50 years. We work with over
1,200 Realtors and more than 60 Property Management Companies.
Call Us for a "Free Roof Evaluation" 503-284-5522
www.RealEstateRoofing.com
We also offer attic and surface mold solutions 503-232-6653
www.RealEstateMoldSolutions.com

FRED SHEARER & SONS
PLASTERING CONTRACTORS

ESTABLISHED 1916

• Traditional Interior Plaster • Lathing
• Venetian Plaster
• Stucco
• Ornamental Plaster
• EIFS
10
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CCB# 357

8015 SW Hunziker St.
Tigard, OR 97223
(503) 520-9991 ext.7618
plastering@fredshearer.com
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Recycling with Liz-leave this world a little better than you
found it
by Elizabeth Erickson

W

e’ve all seen it: cigarette butts, fast food
packaging, cans, candy wrappers, plastic
bags, and other debris on the side of the
road or on the sidewalk. These small amounts of
litter are not only unsightly, but also harmful to the
environment. Birds and other animals nibble at chip bags, storm
drains get clogged, and waterways fill up with the debris. We
can all be a part of the solution—litter is absolutely preventable.
Consider the following litter lessons:
 If you see litter and trash in your neighborhood, pick it up
and properly dispose of it.
 Head out on a walk with gloves and a bucket or bag to
collect litter.

 Keep garbage can lids secure. Gusty winds can scatter
loose material.
 Pick up only what you feel is safe-it’s okay not to
handle debris such as tissues, needles, and discarded
masks.
I know many neighbors already do these things, so keep it up
and join on in! Want to do more? Adopt One Block and SOLV
are local nonprofits working to make a difference by engaging
residents to tackle the litter problem.
As said by Robert Baden-Powell, founder of the world Scouting
movement, "...leave this world a little better than you found it…”
Questions and comments welcome: elizabeth.ann.erickson@gmail.com.

 Properly dispose of trash before it becomes litter. Always
bag your garbage.
 Keep a bag with you or in the car for litter.
 Don't neglect to pick up cigarette butts, which are not made
of paper fibers but of chemicals and microplastics. While they
are small and “icky” to pick up, they have a large negative
impact.

And it's
FREE!

www.bwnapdx.org

Do you
know a
neighbor
who could
use a
helping
hand?

The Beaumont-Wilshire
Neighborhood Volunteer
Group stands ready to
pitch in.
Cleaning chores:
yard work, window
washing, garage/storage
organization, simple
painting.
Contact John Sandie
219-508-4162 or
sandiefam@gmail.com
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B-W Creative Souls: Beaumont Village artist with a
passion for running the gamut
by Peter Mogielnicki

A

at www.friedart.com/majorpaperworks,
then scrolling down to “Sea Scape.”
There, puffy summer clouds float in
a light blue sky, admitting filigreed
sunbeams through a pastel pink early
sunset floating above a dark blue
rippled sea. But there are many lovely
runners-up.

visual feast greets any guest at
Beaumont-Wilshire resident
David Friedman’s studio on
NE 38th Avenue, just off of Skidmore
Street. There, the tools and materials
of his art vie for center stage with his
creations themselves.
Friedman had no particular interest in
the visual arts until, out of curiosity,
he took a Hebrew alphabet calligraphy
course in college. This sparked a lifelong
passion—first a degree in art and
painting at the University of Illinois
and eventually a dual career as graphic
designer and fine artist.

When not hard at work on his next
creation, David can often be found
accompanying his sweet pup, Poppi, in
the off-leash dog run area of Wilshire
Park. He is a founding board member
of Portland Open Studios, a board
member of Art in the Pearl, and a
Artist and Beaumont-Wilshire resident David Friedman works in a
proud
member of the Guild of American
variety of media. His eclectic work is shown locally at the Artistic
Friedman is a self-described “eclecticist,” Portland Gallery in Beaumont Village on NE Fremont Street as
Papercutters. His work is currently
and his creations bear this out. Working
well as the Alberta Street Gallery.
shown at the Artistic Portland Gallery in
in media as varied as acrylics, digital
Beaumont Village as well as the Alberta
painting, oils, mixed media, pastels, and paper cutting, his styles range
Street Gallery at NE 19th Avenue and Alberta Street. Portraits and
from pure abstraction to Picasso-like modernism. His subjects range
other works can be commissioned by calling FriedArt at 503-757equally widely, among them insects, landscapes, birds, pets, botanicals,
5595. Follow David on social media via @friedart.
portraits, politics, and more.
Among the avant-garde media he explores is digital painting in which
he reworks a digitized photograph into a strikingly compelling portrait.
His Portrait Project Series depicts wonderfully expressive likenesses of
subjects who range from well-known political figures like Elizabeth
Warren to familiar Street Roots personalities—hinting, perhaps, at the
artist’s philosophical/political leanings.
Friedman often returns to papercutting, which he is actively pursuing
at present. This medium originated shortly after the invention of
paper in 4th century China. Since then, the medium of cut paper
has spread worldwide and has been used by such artists as Henri
Matisse and Kara Walker, whose works have been exhibited in
museums internationally. Consistent with Friedman’s restless artistic
eclecticism, he has invented his own unique and remarkable variation
on this ancient artistic medium. First, he laminates colored paper
to the back of the black paper “canvas” from which his images will
emerge. Then, using hand-made wooden “mini stilts,” he elevates
the piece above a white background. This results in a gentle wash of
colors reflected off the colored backing onto the white background,
where it is visible through apertures he has meticulously excised from
the originally solid black sheet. Were I forced to choose a favorite
Friedman work using this technique, it can be found on his website
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Advertiser Lori Vance champions silver fitness in a
neighborhood she loves
by Mark Mohammadpour

W

e’re pleased to profile newsletter
advertiser Lori Vance from Body Image
Fitness (see Lori's ad at the bottom of this page).

client’s personality and developing rapport. I
have several clients who have been with me for
10 years!

Lori, please share a little about yourself and Body
Image Fitness.

Please share your springtime fitness tips!
Go outside and get some fresh air! Go for a walk,
hike, bike ride, or whatever you enjoy doing.
Exercise should be about making your body and
mind feel better and stronger, and it should be as
enjoyable as possible. If you feel the benefit right
away, you’ll continue to exercise. Our bodies
are meant to move! The strength and balance
exercises we do indoors will help everyone enjoy
life more and feel better. And don’t forget to
stretch before and after exercise!

I started Body Image Fitness to help middleaged and senior folks become stronger, more
balanced, and functional in their day-to-day
living. I became a certified personal trainer in
2003 and quickly found that I most enjoyed
working with that demographic, so I got certified
in Silver & Fit and Silver Sneakers as well.

I use exercise training that will help increase
Lori Vance of Body Image Fitness helps
a person’s strength, confidence, agility, and
middle-aged and seniors improve their
Talk about the Beaumont-Wilshire community.
fitness. Photo provided by Lori Vance
functionality. I focus on methods that will give
What has the experience been like serving customers
them more balance, flexibility, range of motion,
in the neighborhood?
and the ability to do the things that make their life easier and better.
In 2019 I decided to break away from the corporate setting and
I love the Beaumont-Wilshire community! I had the opportunity to
start my own small business, and I love it! The idea of working in an
begin working here in the fall of 2020, and I’ve enjoyed it. The people
individualized setting and smaller space also works well for people
are so friendly and nice, and it’s really a supportive community. Plus,
concerned about COVID safety. And we have a lot of fun! I get to
there are a lot of folks in the neighborhood that are of the age group
know each person on an individual level, and the workout can be
I work with. I hope to be a part of the neighborhood for a very long
tailored to work around any injuries or physical issues they may have.
time!
Personal training can be beneficial after surgery, rehab, or physical
Thank you, Lori, for all you do in service to the community and in support
therapy. And you are never too old to benefit!
of BWNA with your ad!!
What do you like about being a personal trainer?
Editor’s Note: After five exemplary years of service to the newsletter as our
What I love most is having a client come back and tell me they can
go-to interviewer of advertisers and new board members and officers, Mark
now walk better, go for a hike more easily, play the sports they love,
is making his exit. Heartfelt thanks, Mark!
or just generally have less pain in their bodies. It’s very fulfilling and
makes the job so rewarding. I enjoy getting to know people and each

Body Image Fitness, LLC

Hello neighbors! Our office is happy
to welcome new patients of all ages.
Our experienced and compassionate
team will work hard to address your
specific dental needs and ensure you
have the best oral health care.

Senior and Functional
Fitness Training



Lori Vance

Certified Personal
Trainer/Owner

4016 NE Fremont Street
Portland, Oregon
503-351-6476

@

lorij33@gmail.com

Multiple COVID-19 measures have
been implemented to keep our
patients safe!

KIRAN MISTRY DDS
503-288-7481

www.bwnapdx.org
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Home loans you’ll be
happy to live with
Visit your local Union Bank branch and
speak with a Mortgage Consultant today.
Cole Farris
Mortgage Consultant Associate
503-944-9168
cole.farris@unionbank.com
NMLS ID #1863699

#1 SELLING AGENT IN BEAUMONT-WILSHIRE
BEAUMONT-WILSHIRE REALTOR AND RESIDENT

Jim Arnal

Principal Broker
(503) 351-3000
jim@pdxhomes.com
OVER 15 YEARS
REPRESENTING BUYERS AND SELLERS IN BEAUMONT

Loans subject to credit and collateral approval. Not all loan programs are available in all
states for all loan amounts. Restrictions may apply. Terms and conditions subject to change.
©2022 MUFG Union Bank, N.A. All rights reserved. Equal Housing Lender.
Member FDIC. Union Bank is a registered trademark and brand name
of MUFG Union Bank, N.A. unionbank.com

NMLS#1025363 CO#101770
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Jad Hamdan
Guy. Always Working.
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Cook like no one is watching!
by Susan Trabucco

W

hile living in Astoria, my husband and
full-on reveal their prized morel hunting ground, I
“NO ONE
I learned to love the arrival of fall rains.
promise to share my winnings, cook a meal—heck,
IS BORN A
Why? Because rain rang in the mushroom
even award my first-born! (Just kidding, son.)
GREAT
foraging season. (No, not the psychedelic sort, but
Happily, morels are plentiful in spring farmers’
that question is frequently asked of us!) Nearly
markets around town. Buy just a few if the price per
ONE LEARNS
every weekend from September to late November
pound is prohibitive—a little goes a long way. Simple
BY DOING.”
we’d drive a mere two to ten miles from our home
preparations are better; the full flavor of these earthy
—Julia Child
to troop through verdant forests, filling our lungs
Chef & Author
morsels is what you want to savor. I hope you'll try
with high-oxygen air and breathing in the organic
the recipe below for a delicious morel mushroom
forest aromas. Plentiful chanterelles were the main
sage-cream sauce. Bon appetite!
attraction. Lobster mushrooms occasionally shouted out to us
with their bright orange-red coloring, and the biggest prize was
Susan Trabucco is a Beaumont-Wilshire resident who is passionate
the infrequent sighting of my favorite—the elusive cauliflower
about cooking and tropical-ish gardening. Her wish for this regular
mushroom.
column is to inspire the fearful to cook with abandon and the
experienced to find a new “ keeper” recipe. Cook on! For recipe
A spring mushroom arrival, morels, are not a staple of the coastal
questions or to submit your recipe ideas for this column, contact Susan
environment. Therefore, our tracking skills aren’t transferable to
(susan@trabucco.biz).
the valley. So should anyone be willing to hint, suggest, or even

CO O K ,

“Cook Like No One is Watching!” recipe adapted from Wild Mushrooms by Cynthia Nims

Marinated Kale:

Serves 4 as a sauce for 1 lb of gnocchi

5 kale leaves, removed from stem, sliced about ¼ in. thick
Morel Mushroom Sage-Cream
1 tsp extra virgin olive oil
¼ c unsalted butter
pince salt and pepper
2 Tbs thinly sliced fresh sage
¾ to 1 lb fresh morel mushrooms, cleaned and
whole if small, halved if large
½ c whipping cream or heavy cream
Parmesan cheese, shaved or grated for serving

Sauce

Melt the butter in a large skillet over medium heat until browned and nutty smelling. Add the sage, stir quickly
just until lightly crisped—about 30 seconds. Add the mushrooms and sauté until tender and the liquid they emit
has evaporated—6 minutes or so. Season with salt and pepper, then add the cream and just bring to a boil.
Serve over gnocchi or chicken with a shaving of Parmesan, or even over ice cream. (Ha, ha….just seeing if you’re
awake!)

Calling all Volunteers!
BWNA has volunteer opportunities to suit every interest! From serving on
the board or a committee to delivering the newsletter to reporting/article
writing to offering your neighbor a hand or helping to maintain and beautify
Wilshire Park, there's much work to be done to keep our neighborhood strong.
Want to know more? Contact Al Ellis (aje0280@gmail.com) and get involved!

www.bwnapdx.org
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The Arrangement

Give your home
the protection
it deserves.

GIFTS
FASHION
HOME
CARDS

Gustavo Soares, Agent
4515 NE Fremont St
Portland, OR 97213
Bus: 503-287-0027
gustavo.soaresdesa.d31c@statefarm.com

Shop in Your
Neighborhood!
In-person & Online
thearrangementpdx.com
4210 NE Fremont
503-287-4440
Mon–Sat 10–6 & Sun 10–5

Your home is where you make
some of your best memories,
and that’s worth protecting.
I’m here to help.
LET’S TALK TODAY.

State Farm Fire and Casualty Company, State Farm General Insurance Company, Bloomington, IL
State Farm Florida Insurance Company, Winter Haven, FL
State Farm Lloyds, Richardson, TX
1708136

VISIT THE SANDY BLVD LOCATION

The UPS Store

3439 NE Sandy Blvd, Portland, OR 97232
Phone: 503-230-1808 Fax: 503-230-9298

10% OFF

$2 OFF

Shredding
Services

Passport
Photos
OFFER GOOD AT:

OFFER GOOD AT:

3439 NE Sandy Blvd, Portland, OR 97232

3439 NE Sandy Blvd, Portland, OR 97232

Expires 4/30/2022

Expires 4/30/2022

store2251@theupsstore.com

portland-or-2251.theupsstorelocal.com
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3 months free
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